
Classic Oils
With the Classic Oil product line, Kroon-Oil offers a complete range of lubricants 
specially developed for classic vehicles. With more than a century of experience, Kroon-
Oil knows better than most which standards these products have to meet. Based on 
this knowledge and available technologies, the Classic Oils have been compiled. The 
Classic Oil products meet the original specifications, which guarantees safe and optimal 
lubrication for classic vehicles. 

The Kroon-Oil Classic Oils are supplied in traditional tins, for which a new Classic logo 
was designed with a nod to the past.
 

Transmission Oils
Classical transmissions come in 
various types varying from simple light 
transmissions with straight cut gear to 
synchronised transmissions with spiral 
bevel gears to heavy-duty hypoid 
transmissions with or without controlled 
slip function. 
Whatever type of transmission your 
classic car has, with the Kroon-Oil Classic 
Gear Oils, your car is in safe hands. For 
virtual every classic transmission there is 
a suitable Classic Gear Oil in our range.
Besides the various hypoid and medium-
EP doped singlegrade transmission 
oils the range also includes mild-EP 
doped and non-doped single grade 
transmission oils.

Kroon-Oil “Classic Oils” a complete range 
of classic lubricants 

Motor Oils
Modern motor oils are unsuitable for 
older vehicles because they have been 
designed for a completely different 
purpose. Modern motor oils for example 
are designed for lower fuel consumption, 
emission control and longer oil change 
intervals. The Kroon-Oil Classic Motor 
Oils have been developed with the 
current technology baseproducts, 
however completely adapted for use in 
classic vehicles. 

The Classic Motor Oils range includes 
products for virtually all classic cars, 
from vintage to youngtimers. Besides 
several single grade and multi grade 
products, the range contains a special 
synthetic oil for use on the circuit. The 
range also contains running-in and 
conservation oil.

ATF
The reliability and the level of comfort  
during shifting is mainly determined 
by the composition of an ATF. Friction 
improvers in an ATF provide a controlled 
amount of slip during shifting.
The friction caracteristics of the Kroon-
Oil Classic ATF’s, Classic ATF-A and 
Classic ATF-F, are accurately adapted 
to the friction materials that were 
used in automatic transmissions by 
manufacturers at that time. This will 
guarantee comfortable and reliable 
shifting in your classic car with Kroon-
Oil Classic ATF’s. Besides that, the 
Classic ATF products are suitable for use 
in classic power steering systems.

WWW.KROON-OIL.COM, A GOOD ADVICE!

» Compatible with classic sealings and rubbers 
» No danger for soaking off the caked dirt 
» Lower concentrations of detergents and dispersants 
» No limited ZDDP levels  
» ATF with special friction improvers for classic cars



Motor Oils

Transmission Oils

ATF

Vintage Monograde 30 Single grade motor oil without EP additives for classic combustion engines API SA 34528

Classic Monograde 30 Single grade motor oil for classic combustion engines API SF/CC 34534

Classic Monograde 50 Single grade motor oil for classic combustion engines API SF/CC 34535

Classic Multigrade 10W-30 Multi grade motor oil for classic combustion engines API SF/CC 34536

Classic Multigrade  15W-40 Multi grade motor oil for classic combustion engines API SF/CC 34537

Classic Multigrade 20W-50 Multi grade motor oil for classic combustion engines API SF/CC 34538

Classic Racing Oil 15W-50 Semi-synthetic motor oil for classic car sports API SJ/CF 34539

Preservative Monograde 30 Special motor oil to preserve combustion engines 34541

Running-In Monograde 30 Special motor oil for running in overhauled combustion engines API SE/CC 34542

Flushing Oil Special motor oil to flush combustion engines 34543

Vintage Gear 90 Single grade transmission oil without “extreme pressure” additives API GL-1 34544

Classic Gear EP 90 Transmission oil with medium EP additive for classic transmissions and differentials API GL-4 34545

Classic Gear EP 80 Transmission oil with medium EP additive for classic transmissions and differentials API GL-4 34546

Classic Gear MP 90 Hypoid transmission oil for classic transmissions and differentials API GL-5 34547

Classic Gear LS 90 Special “limited slip” transmission oil for limited slip differentials API GL-5 LS 34548

Classic Gear ZC 90 Mild EP added transmission oil for classic transmissions API GL-3 34549

Classic ATF A Special oil for automatic transmissions and power-steering systems GM Type A, Suffix A 34550

Classic ATF F Special oil for automatic transmissions and power-steering systems Ford M2C 33-F/G 34551

Who can take care of your childhood 
dreams? Kroon-Oil, since 1906


